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DISCLAIMER
You are requested to read this section with full attention.
The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into
implicit effect any elements of a contractual relationship. The primary
purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential DULD Swap investors
with pertinent information in order for them to thoroughly analyse the
project and make an informed decision.
Prior to your participation in the purchase of DULD coins, we strongly
advocate a careful study of this whitepaper, all the documents associated
with it, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the same. You
may even engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with
investment analysis. Certain statements, estimates and financial
information featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking statements
that are based on and take into consideration certain known and unknown
contingencies which in eventuality may cause the estimated results or may
differ factually and substantially from the featured estimates or results
extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statement.
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ABSTRACT
Duld Swap is here to demystify the entire digital economy in Africa and
beyond.
Leveraging on a highly intelligent blockchain technology-based process, we
are creating an ecosystem that is characterized by a decentralized lifestyle
where the potentials for a positive shift of the entire finance market will be
limitless.
With the rise of digital currency in the business and investment space, the
DULD Swap movement is effortlessly cementing formidable synch
between crypto and the real-life impact that is sure to completely
transform the entire financial and global economy.
Through our solutions which cuts across the online /digital marketing,
healthcare, transportation, logistics, and multilevel marketing sectors, we
are keen on rebuilding Africa by simplifying the entire blockchain and
cryptocurrency process in other to ensure that everybody benefits from this
next-generation technology that is rapidly taking over.
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INTRODUCTION
DULD Swap is a revolutionized digital community with a state-of-the-art
transaction process that provides its users with a hybrid of cryptocurrencyrelated benefits such as decentralization, efficiency, security and real-life
applications.
Leveraging on highly intelligent blockchain technology, our digital currency
landscape is a space poised to create an entirely new set of ideation and
business innovation.
“DULD” from the word Decentralized Finance, and “Swap” which means
bringing together, is likened to an ecosystem with huge potentials and
opportunities that will bring about a major positive shift in the entire global
financial economy. This will also encumber the social sphere as well as
impacting political transparency.
More than just trading on exchanges, our currency (DULD) serves as a
passing link into incentives rarely experienced in other ecosystems
cryptocurrency. we have successfully executed and stretched the domains of
cryptocurrencybeyond sole financial transactions. ecosystems.
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We have also moulded the generic blockchain technology for specific use
cases with a lightweight and easy-to-customize implementation.
These, do not only involve blockchain technology ecosystem cryptocurrency
social networking interaction. With our ability to create more transparency
while saving business time and money, and giving them real value, our
ecosystem is impacting a variety of sectors in ways only thought possible in
literature.
Our ecosystem seamlessly absorbs entrepreneurs, social workers, and public
servants looking to make a play in everything from social networking and
banking, health all the way down to logistics.
Once you onboard DuldSwap, you unlock a plethora of Real-world Applications
of DULD into your living space. These use cases on our platform,have seen us
develop real-world solutions in digital marketing, healthcare, transportation,
logistics, and multilevel marketing.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
After a comprehensive study of the existing public blockchain technology,
we deduced that every successfully executed solution requires more than a
just strong ecosystem.
For consistent growth, expansion and increased participation, there has to
be a formidable connection between crypto, global finance, and a visible
real-life impact hence, the purpose of this document.
Our goal is to give you a deep dive into our ecosystem while helping you to
gain a full understanding of what the DULD Swap initiative is all about.
While most platforms ordinarily offer just basic trading features where users
just come in to do a few transactions, DuldSwap is what people call
'something special' as the goal is to have a platform infused with REAL LIFE
relevant solutions within the same DuldSwap ecosystem.
With a unique ability to create transparency while saving business time and
money, our ecosystem is impacting a variety of sectors in ways only thought
possible in literature.
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DIGITAL MARKETING
DuldSwap is a business-to-consumer (B2C), as well as a business-to- business
(B2B) platform focused on serving various enterprises. DuldSwapalso Swaps
customers to their chosen service provider or product in real-time. The digital
space is full of business owners who are looking to expand their customer
base. DULDCinnect has a system that will help achieve that seamlessly as we
leverage on our already existing large pool of users as a target market for
business people.
We are signing up new businesses daily, expanding their client base, and
growing their bottom line by increasing their access to market and
streamlining functions, such as advertising and general operations.
On a side note, this is where we have provided the ground for you to acquire
bucks on every ad that comes your way. Get extra bucks for sharing the
same advert. Just imagine the streams of adverts you have viewed
unsolicited for ages gone by unrewarded! The table might not have turned
but we are moving your chair around to a better spot. The internet is full of
adverts with implicit terms and conditions where our unsolicited viewing
sets us as products to an unimaginably big market. But with our platform,
you can get rewarded with our token for viewing any and every ad, rating
an ad, or even sharing it with another person.
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DEHIM HEALTHCARE
Our healthcare application can be envisaged in five core areas:
- Managing electronic medical records
- Protection of healthcare data
- Personal health record data management
- Point-of-care genomics management, and
- Electronic health records data management.
The acquisition of our DULD tokens as a digital asset automatically opens
youup to using our health package.
Once you come on board as a member, our mobile health app, and remote
monitoring ensures the security of your electronic medical records on our
network. Your data can be sent to a trusted and certified medical personnel
rapidly in case of an emergency. It is also available for self-monitoring and
home care for personal use.
The smart contracts establish the parameters of what health data can be
shared and even displays details of personalized health plans. We assess
your well-being and reward you accordingly from our end of the
community using DULD, the currency of the ecosystem.
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DULDSWAP HEALTH APP
Its functionality is like Google Fit. It is an easy-to-use app and it collects your
biometric stats and daily activity data to manage your health and fitness.
DuldSwap health app can collect data from any mobile phone device
once installed.
Your happiness is also our priority so we will provide you with the means to
focus on your health while making wealth. You cannot be fully happy when
you have wealth but your health deteriorates. You automatically acquire a
ticket to quality health when you step into our health canvass.
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HEALTH INSURANCE MARKETPLACE
This is a health care package that provides for a health insurance
marketplace for our community. It can be utilized over the protection
esteem bind due to its capacity to offer long vital advantages.
Some of the advantages are:
- The lower operational expenses have decreased duplication of procedures
- It has also diminished counterparty dangers
- Robotization of procedures have expanded,
- Security and decentralization exchanges have increased.
The marketplace interfaces with clinics, doctors, lab merchants, and safety
net providers to ensure the members of the community are healthy through
the use of data for improved endorsing and approval of cases.
The insured parties have a platform to list their products, packages, and
services to our community members for a premium subscription in our
community token or fiat currencies. Liberty and equal satisfaction are
certain but using our community token unlock for unique unlock for bonuses
and extra bucks.
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TRANSPORTATION
A few problems that have plagued society for decades in the transportation
system have been analyzed by the DuldSwap team and a solution has been
found. The tracking of vehicles, transportation of temperature- controlled
products, easier carrier onboarding, vehicle communication, andour handy
Smart Contract have all been provided with adequate solutions all thanks to
DuldSwap.
The crux of the news is that we believe that our platform is tailored to
streamlining the transportation industry in reducing the need or
dependency on middlemen and better vehicle communication, eventually
leading to saving the cost and ensuring fuel efficacy.
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LOGISTICS
The increasing complexity of the world of Logistics as more parties are
directly or indirectly involved in supply chains has created challenges in
communication and end-to-end visibility making logistics processes
inefficient. The expectations of all participants in the supply chain related
to transparency, reliability and service are also increasing. Our platform
leverages provenance, the connection of pallets, digital documentation,
identity management, and digital marketplaces to create the
breakthrough solution for logistic functions.

A host of others to come...
The goal of DuldSwap is to completely bridge the gap between financial
stratifications and the crypto world by introducing its own digital coin.
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TARGETS
Our ecosystem seamlessly absorbs entrepreneurs, social workers, and public
servants looking to make a play in different sectors from social networking
and banking, health all the way down to logistics..
Nobody is left out of our unique project. We are targeting the poor,
underemployed and unemployed on the streets that currently exceeds over
400 million people between the age of 15 to 35. We are looking at assisting
the African governments in developing our economy using DULD Coin as
ourmajor currency and power to success.
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THE DULD SWAP TOKEN (DULD)
In the process of ensuring that our DULD solutions successfully creates an
alignment to bridge the gap between financial stratifications and the
crypto world, the DULD Swap token (DULD) was born.
DULD token is DULD Swap's digital coin which has been designed to
fluently align with other currencies both within and beyond the DuldSwap
space where business is conducted.
Asides from being available for trades within the DuldSwap network, it
can also be tradable on the more popular crypto exchanges as well.
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TOKEN FARMING
Have you ever imagined planting tokens as seeds?
DuldSwap created an outstanding business module for analogue after
farming where you get to plant DULD tokens as seeds. With this, the token
can be harvested at a cap of 190% of your seed token.
The daily percentage return reduces with increasing circulating supply.
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TOKENOMICS
To ease your comfort and security for being part of our ecosystem, you get
to fully understand and see the chains binding our demand and supply
system. And you know to what degree your asset is being created in a much
more predictable way than ever. Our issuance process and schedule for
DULDis captured in detail in the figure below:

Token Name:
Symbol:
Total Supply:
Decimal:

DULD SWAP
DULD
100,000,000, DULD
18

Contract Address:
0x6a822567525660dd7d8a55e116ddcc30072989c4
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MILESTONES
Multi-Level Marketing (MLM) Launchpad
Financial services have since understood the need for Smart
Contracts since the blockchain technology was discovered, thus
eliminating the need for third-party requirements. We have simply
applied the immutable and permissible nature of Smart Contracts to
circumvent the drawbacks that once characterized the MLM business
to function with the highest security and zero risks. We offer care for a
unique and new perspective to the MLM business laced with fastpaced and transparent transactions using our ecosystems token.
People who also join the MLM scheme will receive benefits in the form
of crypto assets and tokens through an automated process.
This innovation will give institutions the ability to create a campaign
and allow our users to serve as sales agents using the power of their
network. The users will not have to worry about the validity of these
institutions as we will be responsible for the background check. The
reward system is also coded as a smart contract on the blockchain
network to take advantage of its immutability. All rewards are paid in
$DULD. The campaign's budget is also locked from the beginning
and will be paid to the participants once the condition is fulfilled and
the leftover/unused budget is refunded to the institution at the end
of thecampaign.
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Hotbit Listing
In line with our goal to become more accessible to the general public,
DULD was listed on LATOKEN.
LATOKEN is a trusted cutting edge exchange platform that is widely
used around the world.
You can now invest and trade DULD tokens against other
cryptocurrencies such as BTC, ETH, BCH, XRP, USDT and a whole lot
more.
With this milestone covered, we have reinstated our commitment
towards providing our users with a transparent, convenient, secure
and decentralized service experience
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ROADMAP
DULD Swap is all about building real world applications that brings the many benefits of
the DULD ecosystem to our everyday lives. Some plans here might evolve with time, butit
will remain consistent with the long term vision of connecting DULD to our lives by
building real world applications that benefit our regular everyday lives.
2021

2021

Q1
Crypto DULD Platform idea

Q2
Technical strategy devlopment

2022

2022

Q3
DULD Realease And
Listing On Coinmarketcap

Q4
Listing on Hotbit

2022

2022

Q5
Listing on LBank

Q6
Listing on MEXC

2022

2022

Q7
Listing on kucoin

Q8
Listing on Coingecko

2022

2022

Q9
Software development kit
for integrations

Q10
Mobile apps for
iOS & Android
2022

Q11
Top 10 Exchanger Listing
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THE FUTURE
As stated earlier, the future of DuldSwap is solely hinged on the success and
growth of our community. With a large chunk of our projects already inthe
pipeline, we intend to become the face of the crypto community in Africa
and help our members grow their wealth and enjoy seamless services on
our platforms.

HOTBIT

COINMARKETCAP

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Tracking Price

LBANK
Partnership

Tracking Price

HOTBIT

Exchange Assets:
DS/USDT, DS/BTC pairs

Coming Soon

DULDPAY

MEXC

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

DS payment gateway!!!

Token Listing

Coming Soon

KUCION

Exchange
Assets: DS/USDT, DS/BTC pairs

Coming Soon

COINGECKP

Exchange
Assets: DS/USDT, DS/BTC pairs

Coming Soon

TOP 10
Decentralized health
insurance marketplace

Coming Soon
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MARKETING
REFERRAL PROGRAMS
Ours is a project to give outstanding 10% referral rewards for all the referees.
This percentage will be added upon every successful sign up of a new
investor on the referee's account.
This will be accessible to all who desires to earn and we made it visible on
our official website.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
We presently have a thriving community on telegram and Twitter and we
are consistently building stronger partnerships with other social media
groups to help promote the network.
We know how vital and efficient Social media is for every industry, which is
why we are partnering with a marketing specialist with years of experience
in social media marketing to help expand our reach and also market our
coin.
Follow the links below to get latest updates and progress reports via our
Community channels:
Telegram: https://t.me/duluswap
Website: https://duluswap.io/
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PRESS RELEASES AND VIRTUAL SUMMITS
We will be releasing briefs and statements on popular blogs and renowned
press platforms to announce our projects to the world with the aim of
becoming a global coin, DULD will host several blockchain summits that
will Swap us to the world. We will ensure that notable and reputable crypto
influencers come together in these events and this will also promote our
coin in the process.
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CONCLUSION
DuldSwap is launched in the market with exceptional use cases and
practical applications of the token.
Its tokenomics, roadmap, daily profits, referral rewards, professional team,
health insurance, transportation, logistics, and 190% return ratio will surely
revolutionize the concept of Decentralized finance and the general
cryptocurrency space. The project depth of this project is limitless and its
applications will indeed rule the skies of cryptocurrency.
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